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Intel Research Mission

“Drive off-roadmap, high-impact exploratory research vital to Intel”

Exploratory Research

World class technical expertise

Open Collaboration, university ties

Multi-disciplinary teams
Engaging the Research Community Worldwide

- Close University Collaboration (Labs)
- Deep University Relationships (Focus Schools)
- Joint External Research Projects (Research Council)

All over North America, Europe, Asia, ...
“Essential”

Essential Computing

Simplifying and enriching all aspects of work and daily life
Computers Excel at Analytical Tasks

- Automation of Detailed Tasks
- Complex Analysis and Optimization
- New Understanding -- Modeling and Simulation
What People do Everyday

- Laugh
- Learn
- Touch
- Move
Will sensors and inference trigger a “Cambrian” explosion?
Everyday Sensing and Perception (ESP)

“Drive fundamental research advances that enable computing systems to become aware in everyday activities and environments”

Requirements for broad use:
Accuracy, Coverage (variety, environment), Energy-Efficient, Privacy Preserving

Achieving “90% accuracy for 90% of your day” would move inference from hand-crafted scenarios into broad use (mainstream applications)

ESP: Making computing systems aware of their users and context in everyday activities and environments
Elements of Everyday Sensing and Perception

- Happy; should stop eating sugar
- Reminders: Yoga class, reserve table at Wang Bao He
- Time to switch to news channel
- Should I model or enroll in medicine

Intel Developer FORUM
ESP Challenge: Efficient Sensing

"Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others."

Sensing must be managed for energy efficiency
ESP Challenge: Deriving High Level Understanding

**Raw Sensor Data**

**Clean, Segmented Data**

**High Level Semantics**
- Walk, Leave, Clean
- Happy, Angry
- Dangerous, Friendly
- He Said “I Don’t Like You”

**Actions**
- Suggest, Avoid
- Help, Coach
- Move Toward
- Focus Sensing
ESP Challenge: Real-time Performance

Real-time video event detection requires 4 Teraflops at 10kW today. In the future, <1W on handheld?
Everyone wants to have FUN

Aware of activity, environment, mood, likes and dislikes
- Activities: motion, sound, images
- Mood: speech, motion, or physiological
- Likes: above+actions (purchases, views, conversations)

Actions: Advise, Suggest, Funny Comments, Pick music, Point out, buy gifts, other “smart” applications

Video courtesy: Carnegie Mellon University, USA

“Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.”
Nurture your Knowledge and Growth

Understand Interests and Motivation; Goals and current Capabilities
- Interest from read/browse/talk, repetition
- Like and Motivation from emotional response
- Goals from conversation – or direct interaction

Action: Teaching What you want to learn, Right level, Right way that you can learn, and When you are ready
Action: Understand Conversation Dynamics and Coaching
Living in a Material World

Understand physical objects and dynamics
- Recognition – “Can you get my X?”
- Pickup and Move – Safely
- Gentleness, Power, Grace, and Cute!
Action: Catch me, arrange that, carry me, dance!

“Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.”
Let’s Go Places

Understand Location and Physical Context – “Coordinates”; “Starbucks”; “In a crowd”; “Meeting a blind date”
Find a way – across a crowd; room, square, Mall, City - Avoid obstacles, Navigate, Multi-modal transport
Understand Movement rules (Don’t hurt others things, Obey traffic laws – when appropriate!)
Action: Direct, Move, and Adapt

Video courtesy: Carnegie Mellon University, USA
ESP: Computers helping in Everyday Activities

Laugh

Learn

Touch

Move
Mash Maker: The Web, the way You Want it

Customized web pages by adding Widgets
Add visualizations, data from other sources, transformations...

Open and Extensible
Use a simple Open API to write new widgets to enhance pages in new ways

The Mashups come to You
Mash Maker suggests mashups it thinks you will like on its toolbar
Facebook on Map

Expedia with legroom

Yelp with craigslist

“Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.”
Mash Maker: Technology Preview!

Intel® Mash Maker
- Browser extension developed by Intel Research and Software Solutions Group
- To be unveiled at Web 2.0 Conference on April 22, 2008

Includes support for Internet Explorer and Firefox
- Advanced widgets, visualizations, data from other sources, open extensible API

You’re invited to the future of the web
MashMaker.Intel.com
Summary

Exploratory Research and Engagement with the Research Community
Essential Computing
Everyday Sensing and Perception – driving exciting advances in awareness which enables new capabilities
For More Information

IDF Sessions
- FUTS005 Biosensors and Information systems: Changing the paradigm for biomedical research and practice
- FUTS006 Rise of the Collective: Addressing the Needs of New “Communities” in the Age of the 3D Internet

IDF Demos (Showcase Area)
- BU025 Composable Computing
- BU029 Personal Robotics
- BU028 Electronic Biosensor Arrays

See www.intel.com/research
Questions?
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Risk Factors

This presentation contains forward-looking statements that involve a number of risks and uncertainties. These statements do not reflect the potential impact of any mergers, acquisitions, divestitures, investments or other similar transactions that may be completed in the future. The information presented is accurate only as of today’s date and will not be updated. In addition to any factors discussed in the presentation, the important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially include the following:

Factors that could cause demand to be different from Intel's expectations include changes in business and economic conditions, including conditions in the credit market that could affect consumer confidence; customer acceptance of Intel’s and competitors’ products; changes in customer order patterns, including order cancellations; and changes in the level of inventory at customers. Intel’s results could be affected by the timing of closing of acquisitions and divestitures. Intel operates in intensely competitive industries that are characterized by a high percentage of costs that are fixed or difficult to reduce in the short term and product demand that is highly variable and difficult to forecast. Additionally, Intel is in the process of transitioning to its next generation of products on 45 nm process technology, and there could be execution issues associated with these changes, including product defects and errata along with lower than anticipated manufacturing yields. Revenue and the gross margin percentage are affected by the timing of new Intel product introductions and the demand for and market acceptance of Intel's products; actions taken by Intel's competitors, including product offerings and introductions, marketing programs and pricing pressures and Intel's response to such actions; Intel's ability to respond quickly to technological developments and to incorporate new features into its products; and the availability of sufficient components from suppliers to meet demand. The gross margin percentage could vary significantly from expectations based on changes in revenue levels; product mix and pricing; capacity utilization; variations in inventory valuation, including variations related to the timing of qualifying products for sale; excess or obsolete inventory; manufacturing yields; changes in unit costs; impairments of long-lived assets, including manufacturing, assembly/test and intangible assets; and the timing and execution of the manufacturing ramp and associated costs, including start-up costs. Expenses, particularly certain marketing and compensation expenses, vary depending on the level of demand for Intel's products, the level of revenue and profits, and impairments of long-lived assets. Intel is in the midst of a structure and efficiency program that is resulting in several actions that could have an impact on expected expense levels and gross margin. Intel is also in the midst of forming Numonyx, a private, independent semiconductor company, together with STMicroelectronics N.V. and Francisco Partners L.P. A change in the financial performance of the contributed businesses could have a negative impact on our financial statements. Intel’s equity proportion of the new company's results will be reflected on its financial statements below operating income and with a one quarter lag. The results could have a negative impact on Intel’s overall financial results. Intel’s results could be affected by the amount, type, and valuation of share-based awards granted as well as the amount of awards cancelled due to employee turnover and the timing of award exercises by employees. Intel's results could be impacted by adverse economic, social, political and physical/infrastructure conditions in the countries in which Intel, its customers or its suppliers operate, including military conflict and other security risks, natural disasters, infrastructure disruptions, health concerns and fluctuations in currency exchange rates. Intel's results could be affected by adverse effects associated with product defects and errata (deviations from published specifications), and by litigation or regulatory matters involving intellectual property, stockholder, consumer, antitrust and other issues, such as the litigation and regulatory matters described in Intel's SEC reports. A detailed discussion of these and other factors that could affect Intel’s results is included in Intel’s SEC filings, including the report on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended Sept. 29, 2007.